Name of the Tool

Choice Reviews

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://choicereviews.org/

Subjects

Humanities – Reviews – Periodicals
Science and Technology – Reviews – Periodicals
Social Science – Reviews - Periodicals

Accessibility

On Subscription basis

Language

English

Publisher

Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), ALA.

Brief History
Since its founding as a monthly collection of recommended titles more than 50 years
ago, Choice has become the go-to source for librarians seeking worthwhile new titles for
their collection.

Scope and Coverage

Most academic libraries in the United States use Choice for selecting and purchasing
materials. According to the ACRL, Choice reaches 24,000 librarians and an estimated
13,000 higher education faculty in almost every undergraduate college and university
library in the United States, along with many larger public libraries, and special and
governmental libraries.
Its publication offers 600 reviews every month, identifying the best new books and
digital content in academia. Reviews are published monthly in Choice magazine and
ChoiceReviews.online. Choice publishes approximately 7,000 reviews per year in 50
sub-disciplines spanning the humanities, science and technology, and the social and
behavioural sciences.
The new, completely rebuilt Choice Reviews gives subscribers immediate access to a
comprehensive archive of almost 200,000 reviews representing a quarter-century of
scholarship.

Kind of Information
Reviews deals with subjects like Humanities, Science & Technology, and Social &
Behavioural Sciences.

Choice review includes information like………….
Digital database:
•
600+ new reviews monthly, updated daily
•
Customizable user alerts

•
•

Direct links to WorldCat
Easy-to-access user statistics

Searchable archive:
•
195,000+ reviews
•
Preset Quick Search for rapid drill-down
•
Advanced search tools for granular queries
Reviews are published continuously throughout the month as they are submitted and
edited. Use the Last 7 Days and Last 1 Month facets to expose the most recent reviews.

Visitors have to sign in to get review articles. Different subscription policies for
different institutions (Academic/School/Govt./Publisher). Sample issue can be seen after
sending request to the authority. Quick start guide is provided to help visitors.

Special Features
 For a free 30-day institutional trial, please contact at
support@acrlchoice.freshdesk.com.
 If one’s institution has an account on GOBI, one may add up to 100 titles at a
time to your GOBI cart directly from Choice Reviews.
 Printed version of choice review is available in ‘Choice Review on Cards’.
Visitors or Institutions has to subscribe the Choice magazine.

Arrangement Pattern

Reviews are arranged in four groups: Reference, Humanities, Science & Technology,
and Social & Behavioural Sciences. Under each group all the reviews are arranged
alphabetically.

Remarks

Choice Reviews gives visitors better ways to connect. Solicit the opinion of their
colleagues using Choice Cardstack, Choice Review’s unique polling and commenting
facility. Create lists and share them with others.

Comparable Tools

 Annual Reviews ( http://www.annualreviews.org/ )
 Journal of Scientific Review ( http://www.srbmag.org/index.php/srbmag)
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